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THE PROPERTY MARKET

AND DIDITISATIDN
Proptech solutions - digital technologies designed to improve buildings
and properties - are making the industry more customer-friendly and

sustainable. By RODNEY WEIDEMANN
Georgina Smit

TECHNOLOGY CREATES Ahe real estate arena has been lagging offer and channel marketing manager for digital
BETTER WORKPLACEin respect of digital initiatives. However. energy at Schneider Electric.

the COVlD-19 pandemic afforded this “This can be as simple as having a Georgina Smit of the GBCSA says
that building owners today place

sector the time and space to shift solution that can automatically turn lights
increased focus on employee health

focus and begin leveraging the growing and air-conditioners off and on when needed.
and wellbeing. using innovative digital

number of proptech solutions being developed. Such an approach is notably effective in the
solutions to help them create safe.The property industry hospitality industry. where

collects a lot of data. says healthy. productive and desirable
many people return to specic

Pat Masithela. CIO at Liberty hotel chains based on their places to work. These include:
-Two Degrees, a real estate previous experiences. Building Monitoring and metering.

investment and development Traditionally used for water andmanagement systems that
firm. but it seldom uses this improve ease and comfort go a electricity. these technologies have

become increasingly digitised and
data as effectively as it could. long way towards boosting the

offer building owners and tenants
“Propteoh solutions allow overall customer experience

real—time usage feedback.
you to leverage this data. and the likelihood that the

Sensors. These monitor aspects
together with analytics and customers will return." he says.

of employee health and wellbeing.articial intelligence (Al). to "Proptech solutions like this
For example, monitoring ()02 levels.

monitor key aspects of the definitely add to a building's
volatile organic compound levels.

property. identify areas of resale value, demonstrating

inefficiency and come up with that the building is digitally occupancy. light levels. humidity and
Pat Masithela heat in real-time, ensuring a more

solutions," he says. transformed and more
comfortable working environment.He adds that proptech is a efcient. The same goes

broader field than merely providing solutions for for renting a building that is fully up to date Building automation. Digital
automation of building systems

building monitoring and management systems. technology-wise, as you can charge a higher
"It is about specialised players developing premium for a space where utilities are improve performance as systems

unique technologies to help property owners controlled by automation.” can be automated to shut down

when not in use.and developers remove inefciencies and

improve their ecosystem. DHIYING ENERGY-EFFICIENT BUILDINGS
“The key to success in this field is to The most benecial aspect of proptech

understand the needs of the industry. Too many solutions today is how they assist property "Digital solutions offer real-time insight
developers create solutions they consider to owners to develop sustainable. eco-friendly into a building’s performance. leading to

be great, but which have not been developed operations. comments Georgina Smit. head efficient management of utilities like water.

to solve a specific problem. As a property of technical at the Green Building Council of energy. waste management. and even things

developer. I want them to answer questions like South Africa (GBCSA). like airflow and glare. These can mean big

how does it help me “With so much of the focus on net-zero improvements in tenant comfort levels and
manage costs more buildings — creating no carbon emissions — savings in utility spend."
efciently. will it help digital solutions in the property industry have a As Masithela puts it: “An increasing number

attract more customers. vital role in helping us meet the ambitious goal of shoppers today are millennials, for whom

can I run sustainable of having all new buildings net-zero by 2030 sustainability is an important consideration.
and clean operational" and all existing buildings net-zero by 2050. I believe we are rapidly heading towards a

he explains. Digitisation of buildings will be an essential step point where sustainability will be a critical
to reaching these targets and driving more factor for whether people choose to visit or

BUILDING AllTDMATIDN energy-efcient buildings,” she says. work in your building.” I

The answer to the

last question comes “THE MDST BENEFICIAL ASPECT DF PHDPTECH SDLUTIDNS TDDAY IS HDW
in the form of building SUPPLIED

THEY ASSIST PROPERTY DWNEBS TO DEVELOP SUSTAINABLE. EDD-FRIENDLY
automation. according

Anoop Hariparsad to Anoop Hariparsad. llPERllTlllNS." - BEIJlllllNA SMIT IMAGES:
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